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Cheers to the sounds of laughter over a glass of wine 

with girlfriends, a cold draft beer at the barbeque, frozen 

treats for the kids poolside, and wowing guests with a craft 

cocktail at sunset – all while enjoying the great outdoors.

Raise your glass to nearly 100 years of innovation in 

premium refrigeration and award winning, made in the 

USA products. A toast to the industry’s widest selection of 

UL-rated refrigeration for outdoor use backed by Perlick’s 

industry best 3 Year Warranty.

Meet Perlick’s incredible line of award-winning undercounter 

refrigeration – designed, engineered and manufactured with 

your outdoor space in mind.
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The Art of the cocktail

Craft cocktails are an art form. They require attention to detail 

and a sense of craftsmanship, melding the flavors of fresh 

fruits, flavorful herbs and whimsicle spirits within the confines 

of one simple, chilled glass.

Whether shaken or stirred, on the rocks or straight up, you can 

trust Perlick to keep your ingredients and glasses perfectly 

chilled. Perlick’s incredible selection of 15- and 24-inch 

refrigerators, freezers and beverage centers provide ample 

storage for all the elements of the ultimate cocktail.

To top it off, Perlick’s 15-inch Clear Ice Maker produces crystal 

clear top hat shaped ice, free of impurities that could alter your 

beverages taste. The unique top hat shape cubes also help to 

prevent clumping, which is commonly seen with traditional 

crescent and cube-producing machines. 

24” Signature Series Freezer

HP24FO-3-1R (shown)

24” Signature Series

Beverage Center

HP24BO-3-3R (shown)

15” Signature Series

Clear Ice Maker

H50IMS-R (shown)

Accessory Martini Glass Rack

RS-24-24M (shown)

A few of our recommended products

See page 14 for our entire outdoor product portfolio4



Inspired by: A Pomegranate Martini

Add an accessory Martini Rack to any 

24” door style freezer or refrigerator to 

chill martini glasses and spirits. 
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Inspired by: Outdoor Dining

Perlick’s full line of undercounter 

refrigeration features stainless steel 

interiors and unmatched temperature 

control, ensuring that your goods are 

properly preserved and ready to serve 

no matter what the forecast calls for.
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The fresh taste of summer

Summer sunshine gives way to an abundance of flavors from 

the garden. Whether it be colorful bell peppers and onions 

on a grilled chicken shish kabob, or ripe strawberries atop a 

gorgeous mixed greens summer salad, fresh ingredients are 

key in preparing the ultimate alfresco dining experience for 

your friends and family.

Proper preservation of fresh ingredients is made simple with 

Perlick’s full line of 15- and 24-inch outdoor refrigerators. 

Store meat and vegetables for the grill, components for a 

refreshing fruit salad, and cold beverages for your guests 

in your outdoor entertaining space. All models are available 

with choice of door or set of drawers, including glass door 

that features Low-E, UV-coated glass to keep products 

visable without sacrificing insulation and protection.

24” Signature Series  

Refrigerator Drawers

HP24RO-3-5 (shown)

24” Signature Series  

Sottile Refrigerator

HH24RO-3-3R (shown)

15” Signature Series Refrigerator

HP15RO-3-3R (shown)

Stainless Steel Drawer Dividers

67964 (shown)

A few of our recommended products

See page 14 for our entire outdoor product portfolio 7



Store and showcase

precious vintages

A beautiful bottle of wine served alongside a delicious grilled meal is the recipe for 

a perfect summer evening. Whether it is grilled shellfish with a glass of Sauvignon 

Blanc, or a well-crafted burger served with a robust glass of Syrah, wine and 

outdoor gourmet go hand-in-hand perfectly.

Proper conditions are required to protect wine from spoilage. Wine is perishable, 

and when exposed to the enemies of wine such as temperature variences and 

light, its complex blend of flavors and aromas can be severely compromised. 

Perlick combats these enemies with a variety of features to keep your collection of 

precious vintages in ideal conditions even when the thermometer hits 100°. 

Available in 15- and 24-inch single zone and dual zone outdoor models, as well 

as the industry exclusive Sottile 18-inch deep models - Perlick wine reserves can 

accommodate up to 40 bottles of wine. The entire Perlick wine portfolio features 

with our Low-E, UV-coated glass door that provides industry-leading insulation and 

protection.

     

15” Signature Series

Wine Reserve

HP15WO-3-3R (shown)

24” Signature Series  

Sottile Wine Reserve

HH24WO-3-3R (shown)

24” Signature Series Dual-Zone

Wine Reserve

HP24DO-3-3L (shown)

24” Wine Bottle Display Rack

65629 (shown)

A few of our recommended products

See page 14 for our entire outdoor product portfolio8



Inspired by: The Special Occassion 

Vintage  

Whether celebrating a milestone or just 

enjoying the company of friends and 

family, an impressive bottle of wine is 

always a showstopper. Proper wine storage 

preserves the spicy red berry flavors, floral 

aromas and savory accents meant to be 

cherished each and every glass.

Accessory floor racks and wood wine 

faces add aesthetic customization to wine 

reserves, and Signature Series models 

feature Blue and White LED lighting to 

further showcase your collection.     9



Inspired by: The Science of Craft Beer
Perlick is known for impressive innovations 
in beer dispensing, and those same 
innovations have crossed over into 
our collection of Signature Series Beer 
Dispensers. Unique to the industry, Perlick 
Signature Series Beer Dispensers are 
outfitted with the revolutionary new 650SS 
Forward-Sealing Flow Control Beer Faucet. 
Winner of a 2014 GOOD DESIGN Award. 
This new faucet puts you in control of 
the pour of your beer. Certain craft beers 
require a slower pour to create a proper 
head, which can be accomplished with a 
simple lever adjustment.
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the perfect pour

Perlick has been affiliated with the brewing industry for nearly a 

century – designing, engineering and manufacturing equipment 

for breweries and beer dispensing systems for professional sports 

stadiums around the world. 

We’ve taken the same commercial-grade technology and materials 

from our large venue systems and added a touch of luxury to 

produce the industry’s leading line of beer dispensers for the home. 

Perlick’s 15-inch Beer Dispensers can store a 1/6th keg, while our 24-

inch models can accommodate two 1/6th kegs or one 1/4th keg.

All beer dispensers feature Perlick’s exclusive air-cooled draft arm 

towers, and our Signature Series line boasts the newly introduced 

650SS Flow Control Beer Faucet that has the industry-exclusive 

ability to control the speed of the pour from the faucet.    

15” Signature Series

Beer Dispenser

HP15TO-3-1R (shown)

24” Signature Series

Beer Dispenser

HP24TO-3-1R2 (shown)

Cleaning Kit

63797 (shown)

A few of our recommended products

See page 14 for our entire outdoor product portfolio 11



What makes it a perlick?

A Perlick isn’t just an undercounter refrigerator. It’s refrigeration that strikes the perfect 

balance between robust, yet efficient, cooling technology and sleek aesthetics that are 

visually pleasing. We use only the highest quality materials and finishes to produce our 

beautiful cabinets, and feature the industry’s most powerful refrigeration system. We also 

take engineering measures to make sure our products are, not only dependable, but also long 

lasting. We view a Perlick as an investment, not a purchase, and that’s why we offer a variety 

of standard features to extend the life of the product, as well as provide energy efficiency you 

won’t find with competitor brands. 

Stainless steel interiors and exteriors provide 

the industry’s most sanitary and durable surface. It 

makes cleaning easy and keeps cabinet cooler than 

those with a plastic liner. 

Robust refrigeration system properly chills 

room-temperature  product in just 30

minutes – far exceeding the temperature pull-

down of any competitor models.

All models are available to order with fully 

integrated doors and drawers that come ready 

to accept custom wood overlay panels.

Glass doors feature Low E coated, Argon filled

dual-pane thermal glass to limit energy transfer 

through glass and add increased strength - indoors 

or outdoors.  

Adjustable black vinyl coated full-extension 

pullout shelving allows for cold air to flow freely 

through the cabinet, extend completely out of the 

cabinet smoothly on stainless steel ballbearing 

glides, and are rated for 75 lbs of goods.  

Drawer models feature stainless steel interior liner 

with thermal break construction, and full-

extension drawers that carry a 200 lb. 

capacity each.   
12



doing our part 

Here at Perlick, we take great pride in the designations and certifications 

we’ve earned for our green practices. We believe that enviromentally 

friendly manufacturing is just as important as the products that we put 

our name on.

Our commitment to environmental initiatives has earned us certifcation 

by the Wisconsin Green Tier Program. This designation is given to 

manufacturers that continually evolve their practices to meet high 

standards set toward superior environmental performance, and is based on 

global standards consistent with ISO 14001.  

Perlick is the only residential refrigeration manufacturer to be accepted 

into the Green Tier Wisconsin program. In addition to green practices to 

produce the product, several of our product lines have models that are 

ENERGY STAR® qualified. Visit perlick.com/residential-products to learn 

more about these products.          
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Refrigerator,  

Solid Door

HP15RO-3-1*

Refrigerator,  

Glass Door

HP15RO-3-3*

Refrigerator Drawers

HP15RO-3-5

Beverage Center,

Solid Door

HP15BO-3-1*

Beverage Center,

Glass Door

HP15BO-3-3*

Wine Reserve,

Solid Door

HP15WO-3-1*

Wine Reserve,

Glass Door

HP15WO-3-3*

Beer Dispenser,

Single Faucet

HP15TO-3-1*

Refrigerator, Solid Door

HP24RO-3-1*

Refrigerator, Glass Door

HP24RO-3-3*

Refrigerator Drawers

HP24RO-3-5

Freezer, Solid Door

HP24FO-3-1*

Freezer Drawers

HP24FO-3-5

Beverage Center, Solid Door

HP24BO-3-1*

Beverage Center, Glass Door

HP24BO-3-3*

Wine Reserve, Solid Door

HP24WO-3-1*

Refrigerator, Solid Door

HH24RO-3-1R*

Wine Reserve, Glass Door

HP24WO-3-3*

Refrigerator, Glass Door

HH24RO-3-3R*

Beverage Center, Solid Door

HH24BO-3-1R*

Beverage Center, Glass Door

HH24BO-3-3R*

Dual-Zone Wine Reserve, 

Solid Door

HP24DO-3-1*

Wine Reserve, Solid Door

HH24WO-3-1R*

Dual-Zone Wine Reserve, 

Glass Door

HP24DO-3-3*

Wine Reserve, Glass Door

HH24WO -3-3R*

Beer Dispenser,  

Single Faucet

HP24TO-3-1*1

Beer Dispenser, Two Faucet

HP24TO-3-1*2

Clear Ice Maker

H50IMS*

Refrigerator,

Solid Door

HC24RO-3-1*
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Refrigerator (HP15RO) ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Beverage Center (HP15BO) ■ ■ ■ ■

Wine Reserve (HP15WO) ■ ■ ■ ■

Beer Dispenser (HP15TO) ■ ■
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Freezer (HP24FO) ■ ■ ■ ■

Refrigerator (HP24RO) ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Beverage Center (HP24BO) ■ ■ ■ ■

Wine Reserve (HP24WO) ■ ■ ■ ■

Beer Dispenser (HP24TO) ■ ■

Dual-Zone Wine Reserve  

(HP24DO)

■ ■ ■ ■

Refrigerator (HH24RO) ■ ■ ■ ■

Beverage Center (HH24BO) ■ ■ ■ ■

Wine Reserve (HH24WO) ■ ■ ■ ■
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Refrigerator (HC24RO) ■ ■ ■ ■

Beer Dispenser (HC24TO) ■ ■2
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Refrigerator Drawers

HC24RO-3-5

Beer Dispenser,

Single Faucet

HC24TO-3-1*1

Beer Dispenser,

Two Faucet

HC24TO-3-1*2

meet the industry’s most extensive collection of premium 

outdoor refrigeration

The Perlick name is synonymous with design, innovation and american-made craftsmanship.  

It’s one of the many reasons that Perlick is the leader in luxury undercounter refrigeration for 

any space – indoors or outdoors. Products from our outdoor line have won multiple Platinum 

Awards for Design Excellence (ADEX) and have been named Archinterious Best of the 2014 

products.

With a robust refrigeration system that doubles the capacity of the leading competitor, you 

can trust Perlick outdoor products to keep your food, beverages and precious wine collection 

cool, even on the hottest of summer days.
-1* -2* -3* -4* -5 -6

All stainless steel models shown 

(excluding ice makers) are also available 

for order fully integrated. Fully integrated 

models come ready to accept a custom 

wood overlay panel built to specifications 

we provide for your cabinet maker. Doors 

are ordered with choice of left or right 

hinge location. See chart to the right 

for available door/drawer styles on all 

outdoor models.      

* Indicates hinge direction – use L if you’d like the door hinged left and  

   R if you’d like the door hinged right.
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PERLICK CORPORATION

8300 WEST GOOD HOPE ROAD

MILWAUKEE, WI  53223

(800) 558-5592

perlick.com/outdoor
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